
Preface 

This book includes most of the papers presented at The Symposium on Probabilistic Methods 
in Fatigue and Fracture that was held at the ASME Winter Annual Meeting in Orlando, FL, in 
November, 2000. The book is divided into three sections: fatigue; reliability modeling; and statistical 
methods. Section A on probabilistic modeling Includes chapters that present some new experimental 
and theoretical approaches to the modeling of fatigue. This is followed by Section B in which reliability 
models are presented. Finally, some new statistical approaches to the modeling of fatigue and 
fracture are presented in Section C. 

This book would not have been possible without the contributions from all the authors, and a 
number of people who worked hard on the preparation of the text. First, we would like to thank Ms. 
Betty Adam of Princeton University for coordinating all the communication with the authors, and the 
initial assembly of the chapters into a coherent text. The editors would also like to thank Dr. Fred 
Wohlbier and his staff for their careful preparation of the final version of this book. This book would 
not have been possible without their patience and encouragement. 

We hope that this compilation of papers will serve as a useful new reference on probabilistic 
methods in fatigue and fracture. The book should be of interest to researchers and engineers in 
industry and academia. Above all, however, we hope that the information in each of the chapters will 
provide new tools that will facilitate the increased application of probabilistic methods to fatigue and 
fracture problems. 
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